Improve Agile test management

Tricentis qTest is the latest in Agile test management solutions. It streamlines software testing in Agile and DevOps environments so your team can work smarter, test faster and create better technology.
As technology continues to proliferate, organizations are realizing the benefits of developing software in Agile and DevOps environments. Embedding testing throughout the software delivery pipeline can remove the quality assurance bottlenecks that are well-known in traditional methodologies and improve the quality of releases.

Create better software, faster, with Tricentis qTest

TTC recommends Tricentis qTest as a suite of Agile software testing tools to improve efficiency and collaboration, enabling better quality releases at greater speed. It integrates with best-in-class Agile planning, test automation and CI/CD tools to facilitate seamless collaboration across the entire software delivery pipeline.
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qTest Manager

A powerful and easy-to-use test management tool that enables tracking, organization and reporting on testing activities across the enterprise. Provides scalable, in-sprint test management for open source test automation, exploratory testing and BDD.
- Supports the latest methodologies
- Integrates in real-time with Jira, Rally and VersionOne
- Testing at scale, supports even the largest of enterprises

qTest Explorer

An exploratory testing and documentation tool enabling Agile teams to spend more time finding issues and less time documenting them. Automatically captures data from exploratory testing sessions.
- Tracks all interactions from the testing session and automatically creates defect documentation
- Enables easy editing and management of defect documentation
- Reduces testing bottlenecks by turning test sessions into automated test scripts

qTest Insight

Visual reporting and analytics providing Agile teams with a single interface for analyzing application health quality and release readiness across projects and teams.
- Actionable, real-time test metrics
- Shared dashboard reporting
- Customizable reports

qTest Launch

Centralized test automation, managing scripts across disparate tools as well as schedule, kick off and report on automated tests across the organization through a single interface.
- Scale test automation from hundreds of thousands of test runs across different test machines
- Centrally configure automated testing across open source, commercial and custom-built automation solutions all connected to ALM tools like Jira

qTest Scenario

An intuitive Jira app that helps Agile teams scale behavior-driven development, facilitating test scenario creation and ensuring feature-traceability to Jira issues.
- Autocomplete enables BDD teams to better reuse previously implemented Cucumber steps or outlines to streamline feature and scenario creation
- Directly stores all feature files into private Git repositories like GitHub, GitLab and Bitbucket to standardize feature files and scenario steps as code

qTest Pulse

Powering Agile and DevOps workflows to improve orchestration, automation and communication. Easy-to-configure workflows trigger updates across Agile and DevOps tools.
- Drag and drop rules to orchestrate common events across tools like Jira, Jenkins and GitHub via webhooks
- Use pre-set rules or code specifically to trigger data and communication updates across a wide range of tools
- Enforces best practices by designing workflows to require certain events before progressing to the next delivery stage

Who is using qTest?

Teams moving to Agile and DevOps development cycles
Scaling open source and best-of-breed test automation
Teams wanting an industry-leading Agile test management solution
Teams using Jira software for enterprise Agile planning
Organizations wanting to migrate off Quality Center
Why adopt qTest?

Quite simply, it offers the best value.

- **Real-time Jira integration**
  Simplifies developer-tester alignment with a real-time Jira integration at both the requirements and defects levels. Easy migration from MicroFocus.

- **Scale test automation**
  qTest centralizes test automation management and integrates with any open-source or proprietary test automation tool.

- **Increased speed to market**
  qTest enables Agile teams to approach QA strategically, test early and often, and get to market faster.

- **Migrate from Quality Center**
  Leave legacy behind for an enterprise-grade test management solution that seamlessly integrates with Agile and DevOps tools.

- **Best in class reporting**

Jira and qTest – supporting your test automation solutions

Partner with TTC to implement Tricentis qTest

We have worked with Tricentis for over nine years and are a premium partner. Our consultants are highly experienced in all aspects of QA and software testing and will work with you to form a deep understanding of your organization so that the solutions we recommend are relevant, pragmatic and future-focused.

Let’s talk

For more information about Tricentis qTest, talk to a member of our team today.